History- Breadth Map DRAFT
Local history
Changes in
own life

FS

Visits- Books

UK history
Role of people in their societyemergency services
The Royal Family – monarchy,
family
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Recount changes in own life, learn about the
past events and historical people of significance,
recognise why people acted as they did. Build an
understanding of monarchy, civilisation,
parliament, democracy.

WW1/2- poppy day (week)- nation
– peace and war

Changes in
own life

Visits- Books
The Queen’s hat
Peppa meets
the Queen
You Choose
A Visit to the
docors

Visits- Books

Explorers- historical people
who helped discover the
world
R. Scott / Matthew Henson
N. Armstrong
Columbus

Weston Park
Museum – Polar
section?

Clifton Park
Veterans in

The first Christmas tree in the UKQueen Victoria/ Prince Albertmonarchy
WW1/2- poppy day (week)- nation
– peace and war

World history

Clifton Park
Veterans in

Lost and found
Penguin Small

Where the
poppies now
grow
Peace Lily
Changes in
own life

Grandma’s Bill
– Martin
Wadell

Guy Fawkes/ Robin Hoodparliament, democracy, monarchywhy did he act the way he did –
would it happen now?

Guy Fawkes
Variety of Robin
Hood stories

Possible figuresFlight
Wright Brothers
Amelia Earheart

Goodnight stories
for Rebel girls

The Great Fire of London ???
WW1/2-poppy day (week)- nation
– peace and war

Emergency
services
museum / Fire
station?

Clifton Park
Veterans in

Health
Florence Nightingale
Mary Seacole
Authors/print
Beatrix Potter
???
Peter Rabbit
etc….
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Overview of history in the UK from
ancient to medieval times. Compare to
other places of interest around the world.

Where the
poppies now
grow
Peace Lily
Changes in
RotherhamClifton parkWalker
Family

Stone age –
Cultural and religious diversity,
roles of men, women and children.
How does that compare to now?
How trade started.

York
UG – Stone age
boy

Romans- Anglo SaxonsCultural and religious
diversity, roles of men,
women and children. How’s
that compare to the Stone
age and now?
What did they trade?

Romulus and
Remus
Boudicca
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Vikings- Edward the conqueror –

Conisbroughbuilt post
1066changes in
the locality
of the school

Explore past societies- Egyptians- Greeks
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Overview of history in the UK from medieval
to Tudors/ Stuarts. Compare to other places
of interest around the world.
Identify rapid periods of change.

Cultural and religious diversity,
roles of men, women and children,
Changes over time. How does that
compare to the stone age, romans
and now? What did they trade?

Conisbrough

(UK history to build on UK history
learnt in y3/4)
(Blackberry
Tudors and Stuarts (themes e.g
blue – castles – rapid changes in trade links
traditional
Western World, colonisationtales)
British Empire, government,
welfare state, Church or England,
UK formed)

Arthur and the
Golden Rope
Gods of
Thunder

Light touchGolden age of IslamComparing to the Dark ages
in Europe

In depth- The Indus Valley

The daring
deeds of Francis
Drake
Visit –
Gainsborough
Old hall /
Bishop’s house

Optional - The Ming
Dynasty- comparison to
Tudors/ Stuarts e.g. rapid
progress in art, engineering
or trade links Easter World
(Ancient History to provide
a worldwide comparison to
UK history learnt in Y3/4)
Mayan civilization
Cultural and religious
diversity, roles of men,
women and children,
Changes over time. How
does that compare to UK
history within the same time

Bitter Chocolate
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Local area
visit? Impact
of WW1/2

WW1/2 impact for the UK (rapid
technological and political changes)
What happened to trade?

War Game /
War boy
The secret WW
dairy of Flossie
Albright.
Archie’s secret
WW diary
Letters from the
lighthouse
Rose Blanche
Flo of the
Somme
The Best
Christmas
Present
The Christmas
Truce

period- the stone age,
romans, Vikings?
WW1/2 (rapid technological
and political changes)compare the changes in
another country of interest
at the same time
Ancient Greeks
Egyptians
Cultural and religious
diversity, roles of men,
women and children,
Changes over time. How
does that compare to the
stone age, romans, Vikings,
Egyptians and now?

Who Let the gods
out? Maz Evens
(Greeks)

